SOULSTAR ASTROLOGY

PATHFINDER Report
New Moon Monday August 21st 2017 2:41 PM EST
Sun ingress Virgo Saturday August 22nd 11:16 AM
Saturn direct in Sagittarius Friday August 25th 8:09 AM
Jupiter sextile Saturn Sunday August 27th 8:16 AM
Venus ingress Leo Saturday August 26th 12:31 AM
Mars ingress Virgo Tuesday September 5th 5:36 AM
Mercury direct Tuesday September 5th 7:31 AM
Full Moon in Pisces Wednesday September 6th 3:04 AM
Neptune retrograde in Pisces throughout cycle
Uranus retrograde in Aries throughout cycle
Pluto retrograde in Capricorn throughout cycle
Next new Moon in Virgo Wednesday September 20th 1:31 AM EST
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Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in
advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self
observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"
an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as
“the perfection premise".

***

New Moon Alignments
New Moon (Leo) trine Uranus (Aries)
New Moon (Leo) quincunx Chiron retrograde (Pisces)
Uranus retrograde (Aries) semi-sextile Chiron retrograde (Virgo)
Ceres (Cancer) opposite Pluto retrograde (Capricorn)
Mars (Leo) sextile Jupiter (Libra)
Pallas Athena (Taurus) sextile Neptune (Pisces)
Mars (Leo) trine Saturn retrograde (Sagittarius)
Saturn retrograde(Sagittarius) sextile Jupiter (Libra)
Venus (Cancer) semi-sextile Moon' north node (Leo)
Vesta (Virgo) sextile Ceres (Cancer)
Vesta (Virgo) trine Pluto retrograde (Capricorn)

***

***
Overview
New Moon in Leo
Monday August 21 2017 2:14 AM EST

S

olar eclipse indicates an interruption in the will of the self important. For those who's self
importance is dependant upon external validation this can be a traumatic time. For others it
will be a wonderful time to gain self love and admire one's self. Self love balanced fair and
honest will be a powerful healing force during this Moon cycle. It is like realizing the value of
imagination and fantasy without losing track of our current physical reality. Finding the parallels
between our current life dynamic as we experience physically and the imaginary worlds which
allow us to adventure and muse epitomizes an advancing growing self evolution. It is this
evolution which is supported during this Moon cycle. This can include who we are as spiritual
bringing merging with the practical needs of our local human self. Many may find their history
of spiritual studies quickly out ranked by an instant knowing which is specific to who we are as
an individual. Intending to understand the nature of energy and our ability to harmonize with
energetic dynamics for example can grow. Again as in recent Moon cycles our ability to create
harmony in relationships while maintaining boundaries which limit shared activities is occurring.
We like relating and sharing experiences with others while allowing others to be independent,
and this means we tune into and respect the boundary of the relationship. Many will want to push
forward with specific agendas. And this can include both those who are evolving awareness and
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sensing the grand parallels as mentioned earlier as well as those who remain singularly focused
on their physical dynamic alone. There will likely be a breakout of individuals who socially feel
repressed, their pooled energy igniting as they demand freedom. It is wise to accept that we
create our reality, this is somewhat imperative to be aware of before joining in with those who
are frustrated and creating aggressive gang like groups. Regardless these groups will facilitate
changes yet it can be difficult for those individuals directly involved in such rebellion. Ideally
our expanding self love will increase our panoramic view of all that we are creating in a way
which can easily be accepted and understood.
As the solar eclipse new Moon occurs and we experience the Leo Moon cycle those who are
known as leaders will be affected. There are many types of leaders. There are those who are
incidental leaders, their role a by-product of their integrity. This type of leader can become
increasingly effective as their ego was never in the habit of constructing a leader image. Their
inspiration alone will be like gold to many. They themselves will increase their power and ability
to transform reality simple because it is the extension of their joy. Those leader who are more
constructed and fabricated via ego means, manufactured leaders, will be challenged to no end.
The need to service the and sustain their manufactured image will be extremely challenging at he
least. Many hidden things are being revealed and so their is much for the individual consider
these days. An automatic supportive response to those who say they are our leaders and
controller is failing and many have now looked around or beyond this type of authority and their
correlating information. It is difficult to maintain false realities these days and those who are
wise know this. An ability to creatively see where things are going or the possibilities of what the
future holds absent of the old ways is more easily experienced by those who have seen through
the madness of false authority. Many innocent people remain in the the grasp of those who will
continue to deceive them. However the mounting evidence revealing false leadership, false
expertise, false celebrity, will continue to mount. Delays in being self responsible can cause
increasing pain. As an individual begins to act as if they have drawn their current situation to
them, or in some way created it by themselves alone, they will place the crown of greatness upon
their own head and begin to adjust and recreate their experiences.
Some will be unaware they are being setup to test their self confidence. Self confidence
dependant on external confirmation will eventually fail. As individual explores and responds to
their elevated sense of self confidence they will make choices and take actions relative to their
beliefs and the paradigm which has been allowed to own their reasoning. With this being a Leo
Moon cycle, plus the Moon's north node transiting Leo since May 9th, and Mars transiting Leo, a
greatly charged self confidence is affecting the individual. Many will as such take actions now, in
a confident way, where as in the past they may have had second thoughts. It is those who are
oblivious to this rather unique energy weather who will feel their experience is solely their own.
As an example a historic pattern of avoiding experiences which trigger vulnerable type feelings
by using a strategy such as being bossy or aggressive, being domineering, will be fleshed out.
The added boost in self confidence can cause such an individual to make this sort of behavior
more regular and more pronounced. Getting what one wants from others by being intimidating
and aggressive will seem a natural solution yet the price will be paid as this individual must still
deal with the issue of avoiding the feelings as a habit started way back when. A historic look at
their experiences to see where they began such behavior would be the ideal path yet this is their
choice. Choosing to seek and find where and when one had given their authority over to an
external influence will not likely happen until the individual realizes they create their experiences
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by what their believe. The physical world as an example world is a manifestation of what one has
decided is real. As such the manifestation of this issue may be at hand. Mars in Leo Leo will be
trine Saturn in Sagittarius during the new Moon solar eclipse. This indicates a possible
aggressive desire to take control of shared actions and activities, and can well play out in work or
job related scenarios.

Sun Sign
With this Moon cycle beginning in Leo the focus will be on the joy of self expression. The
current report, including the fourteen period cycle below, is scripted from the perspective of
experiencing one's own impulse to interact with life as an expression of one's self admiration.
Self acceptance and self admiration become the directors of one's involvement in life. An
evolution of self awareness occurs as influences and beliefs which support or block one's
inspiration from shinning out into their world become consciously known. Those born under the
Sun sign Leo have a natural propensity to express a powerful self confidence. They naturally
resonate with the freedom to be themselves. Not to exclude others as we all have Leo energy
somewhere in our personal astrology charts, the following is a simplified list intended to indicate
where each Sun sign will enjoy the expressions of self confidence. There are many accents in
each personal astrology chart where an individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent
alternate Sun sign, as in being their Moon sign. In these cases there may be personal alignments
which support a deviation of one's will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify
the nature of how self love is extended out into a shared world when impulses are followed in a
dynamic yet effortless manner. These can also serve as healthy intentions.
I connect with self admiration …
Cancer: when I embrace my local environment and become sensually involved in life.
Gemini: when I exchange and communicate ideas with others while enjoying spontaneous
interaction.
Taurus: when I trust and examine my feelings and allow these feelings to lead me to practical
clarity and insight.
Aries: by trusting my enthusiasm and allowing my inspiration to move into dynamic expression.
Pisces: by being responsible and practical, by achieving my goals.
Aquarius: when I am involved with healthy fulfilling partnerships where ideas are
communicated and shared with exciting interest.
Capricorn: by trusting my partnerships and becoming involved in mutually beneficial agendas.
Sagittarius: by accepting the adventures which my impulsive self leads me to.
Scorpio: whenever I allow my commitment to the public through my career.
Libra: when I allow myself to enjoy social freedom.
Virgo: by accepting my calling to be practical prudent and realistic within a universal world of
compassion and shared interaction.

***
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Birthdays
The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.

January 7th

July 9th

March 4th

September 5th

March 17th & 18th

September 19th & 20th

April 17 & 18th

October 21st & 22nd

June 12th

December 13th & 14th

***
Soulstar Astrology Appointments
Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.
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***
Fourteen Period Format
The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on
the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the
entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here
as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues
until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen
times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a
unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases
example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro
alignments may be experienced.
01 Monday August 21st 2:41 PM 2017 EST - new Moon in Leo
Solar eclipse indicates an interruption in the will of the self important. For those who's self
importance is dependant upon external validation this can be a traumatic time. For others it will
be a wonderful time to gain self love and admire one's self. Self love balanced fair and honest
will be a powerful healing force during this Moon cycle. It is like realizing the value of
imagination and fantasy without losing track of our current physical reality. Finding the parallels
between our current life dynamic as we experience physically and the imaginary worlds which
allow us to adventure and muse epitomizes an advancing growing self evolution. It is this
evolution which is supported during this Moon cycle. This can include who we are as spiritual
bringing merging with the practical needs of our local human self. Many may find their history
of spiritual studies quickly out ranked by an instant knowing which is specific to who we are as
an individual. Intending to understand the nature of energy and our ability to harmonize with
energetic dynamics for example can grow. Again as in recent Moon cycles our ability to create
harmony in relationships while maintaining boundaries which limit shared activities is occurring.
We like relating and sharing experiences with others while allowing others to be independent,
and this means we tune into and respect the boundary of the relationship. Many will want to push
forward with specific agendas. And this can include both those who are evolving awareness and
sensing the grand parallels as mentioned earlier as well as those who remain singularly focused
on their physical dynamic alone. There will likely be a breakout of individuals who socially feel
repressed, their pooled energy igniting as they demand freedom. It is wise to accept that we
create our reality, this is somewhat imperative to be aware of before joining in with those who
are frustrated and creating aggressive gang like groups. Regardless these groups will facilitate
changes yet it can be difficult for those individual directly involved in such rebellion. Ideally our
expanding self love will increase our panoramic view of all that we are creating in a way which
can easily be accepted and understood.
02 Monday August 21st - Moon enters Virgo 4:26 PM
Sun ingress Virgo Saturday August 22nd 11:16 AM
A need to be particularly critical can arise. A feeling of one's stance and perhaps social image, or
professional image, can be the impetus for an analytical response. It can also be driven by a sense
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of gaining resources meant to create a foundational security. Could involve the ownership
of money or valuable property, items of value. The connection between one's self image, as
they understand and maintain it, and the feeling that one needs to be clear minded about
their personal security, can merge triggering choices and decisions. This can also be
interrupted by the individual via their body, concerns about personal health as well as
beauty can flood one's concern. Some social situation, or a situation connecting one to the
public, can trigger actions, and this can occur quite unexpectedly. Again aggression results
when an individual feels they need to stick up for themselves, in some cases it may get out
of hand. There is perhaps a defensive reaction occurring within one's emotional experience
which may help explain or understand what they unexpectedly do. For work and
professional related dramas actions justified by the rules or boundaries one believes are in
place and previously understood can occur. Contrary to the past a person, or the people one
works with, reacts with action or in some assertive way. There is an opportunity here during
this Moon transit Virgo period for the individual to notice that their logic is flawed and it is
now time to rethink and shape how something, typically a relationship, is to work. The
Sun's Virgo ingress on Saturday will be felt by many as the beauty of being clear begins to
support changes the individual was already feeling. Some social understanding from the
past may now appear flawed as well and as such a spell over one's own limited or
controlled self image is busted. Of course the individual must be willing to accept their
inclusion in the drama. Seeing the bigger picture is easier when we accept whatever our
experience is as our creation. An example of seeing the bigger picture could be seeing our
social image as the by-product of integrity as opposed to an ego engineered construct.
03 Wednesday August 23rd - Moon enters Libra 9:06 PM
Saturn direct in Sagittarius Friday August 25th 8:09 AM
Venus ingress Leo Saturday August 26th 12:31 AM
There are many who may now have a new feeling about their personal significance. Many
have been acting out their belief about their significance, their actions epitomizing who
they believe themselves to be and their assumption as to how they believe others see them.
Much is revealed by actions. And so now we have a need to be clear about our
relationships. This can include casual relationships but most important are our partnerships,
both business or romantic. We may have come to witness or realize in some way that the
person we were dealing with is confident or lacking confidence. This new insight can cause
some to feel more clarity is needed in their arrangement with another. There may be rules
which are in place within a partnership. These rules come into play because perhaps they
need to be clearer. Feeling that one has become over reliant on another can occur. Mutually
independent actions within a partnership which are harmonious and both support the same
outcomes or plan would be ideal. Many will have created this, partnerships where the
consensus of agenda has an ample common ground. It is the awareness as to what is
mutually supported within the partnership and what is outside this that draws and triggers
ones need to be real and practical. This is a good time to pay attention to what we have in
common with others and to be clear where our partnerships share energy well and where
we are otherwise independent.
04 Saturday August 26th - Moon enters Scorpio 4:54 AM
Jupiter sextile Saturn Sunday August 27th 8:16 AM
Testing out new things new ideas is kind of necessary if one is to understand what it is
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about themselves that is special. Some social models may be challenged and busted as there are
some new kids on the block that insist on being acknowledged. Ideally the individual will avoid
seeking external validation if and when they feel the inspiration to experience their self
admiration. Social paradigms which define who's who will be challenged simply because many
are needing to feel important right now and those old models are just too inconvenient and in the
way. In some cases ignorance will erase significance which was established long ago. An effort
to sort through the logic will trigger a rational search yet the be all and end all is the drive of the
individual to feel important and significant. Some may react to what they feel is an ongoing
control over their free expression. No longer will they be subdued by ideas and the ways which
do not allow them to partake in their passion to the degree that they now yearn for. Suspicion can
rise if some feel they are being repressed, aggression may be their counter solution. As long as
the individual is not consumed by the need to be recognized as someone who is significant
because they have achieved something of note in the public eye they will do well during this
period. Allowing public fame to simple be the by-product of continually acting on one's integrity
and honesty will assist the individual at maintaining their success. Fake fame may be
manufactured during this period and this Moon cycle yet it will eventually collapse and bring
pain to those who must now sustain this public image. And perhaps the general public will be
less interested in following the ton of manufactured celebrity already common in mainstream
media?
05 Tuesday August 28th - Moon enters Sagittarius 3:49 PM
Many who have succeeded in getting the ball rolling will now have to deal with the many
ramifications. Recent excitement directed to being one's own hero has triggered actions. The
need to organize or time share these actions comes upon one. So what about those others who are
involved? If there are others involved it is time to compare notes and divide up the actions so that
all can be covered. The issue of who is in charge may come up. Ideally individuals will be able to
focus on what they have in common. Another advantage for the wise is to stay clear of the need
to chase after public reputation. The only public reputation an individual really wants is that
which occurs naturally as manufactured public reputation can be painful and exhausting to
sustain. Some may be setup to deal with authority figures during this Moon in Sagittarius transit.
It may feel as if the actions one must take are to solely appease the rule maker or authority as
opposed to servicing the basic point of what one is needing to accomplish. With Mercury
retrograde an individual's mind can be focused on unresolved past issues making it difficult to
understand or think of fresh new solutions. Some may feel challenged because they are in a
position of having to remind others of the previously agreed upon rules. As a continuing theme
of this Moon cycle an opportunity to evolve and develop one's own unique skills is upon us. To
find success at doing so may well require the need to admit and own what one has got
themselves into. It may be necessary to free oneself from a boundary or rule bound agreement of
some sort. As always admitting is a very powerful mover in terms of altering one's reality.
06 Thursday August 31st - Moon enters Capricorn 4:20 AM
Staying on top of one's ambitious inspirations calls for some practicality. The way in which
things are understood such that one's method is practical requires a calm yet detailed thought
process. A sense of panic may be felt by some if they are unable to identify the bigger picture in
which their local idea or plan must fit. Those who are inspired by the increase in Leo energy
since July 23rd new Moon, and this current new Moon cycle, will feel the need to take charge of
what they now see as their duty and responsibility. With a sense of honor and respect they accept
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and deal with their responsibilities and duties. Those on the other hand who enjoy musing and
testing the notions and beliefs which are enticing and entertaining to them may feel more
inclined to enjoy the idea of valuing precision as a kind of authority which can potentially bring
some possibility into physical manifestation. Also during this Moon Capricorn ingress period a
reminder as to the altering systems which are intended to govern and look over our community is
perhaps struggling to to fit in with how people are changing. Some may as such feel challenged
by authority figures who represent control and government. Or it may simple be some being
challenged to accept their bosses way of doing things. A need to reach accomplishment in a short
time, to be effective with time, energy, and resources, may be a major concern to some. Again s
sense of panic may strike some as they feel the pressure to accomplish something which they
previously assumed would be easier. Ideally the individual will become astute at prioritizing their
time and energy and allow certain things to go and leave their interest. It is seeing the bigger
picture in a realistic way which will assist the individual at making effective decisions.
07 Saturday September 2nd - Moon enters Aquarius 4:07 PM
Mars ingress Virgo Tuesday September 5th 5:36 AM
Mercury direct Tuesday September 5th 7:31 AM
The degree to which elitism has been affecting the individual and their loved one's may to some
degree be known to them. However the ramifications of elitism which remains unknown is
bigger than one may typically realize. The gradual coming of age of the intent individual who
insists they are to be informed, to be in the light as opposed to the dark, will begin to have
information knowledge and earned understanding released to them. So if we create our own
reality then how is it we allow ourselves to be released from the regulation and false information
of the hidden elite? For starters we must be aware it is occurring! Our opening to that which was
deliberately withheld from us comes gushing in when we are willing to love ourselves in an
unconditional way. It is our ability to like and love ourselves combined with our intention of
busting the paradigms which limit us which will expedite much important information. This
information is important because it will reveal how many have been made to suffer greatly in
order that a few others should be advantaged. Humans who like who they are and intent on
evolving will advance their awareness and achieve something very different than what people
have typically been led to accept and believe. Relatively speaking individuals can become super
human. The elite can be seen as two groups, hidden and known. It is the hidden which has been
destroying our integrity by aggressively misleading humanity about who we are and what they
know. If we as individuals intend on evolving to these, shall we say destined super human states,
then we will bust through the darkness simply by following the joy of our inspiration. We begin
by being responsible for what we have drawn to us, and in this case we are speaking of being
deceived. Once we begin responding and acting as if thought creates we will begin to gradually
think more and more multi-dimensionally. This Moon cycle and this particular Aquarius Moon
ingress can be monumental in releasing to us, those who intent and seek it, information which
will abandon secret control. We can begin to make energetic space within our self awareness and
bring healing and harmony to our paradigm via the truth and light which our self love naturally
aligns us to. Note that we may have to admit something about ourselfs which may be difficult.
08 Tuesday September 5th - Moon enters Pisces 1:29 AM
Full Moon in Pisces Wednesday September 6th 3:04 AM
Who we are as a disembodied spiritual being and who we are as a physical being will in some
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form interact during this Moon ingress. An individual's awareness of this will differ from one to
the next, many will experience a greeting and merging in the dream state. As a physical human
we must accept cherish and love our body and our connection with the Earth. As a spiritual being
we must embrace our emotional truth and accept the correlating nature of existence. Recently, in
the last few days there may have been an increase in mental activity, for example internal
dialogue. If this is so note that there is a seeking of clarity concerning a specific issue which the
individual is spiritually scheduled to deal with. By observing where the mind goes and following
the emotional thread we will be lead to the point in our experiential history where we had placed
our authority outside ourselves. This requires personal honesty and integrity to the highest degree
we can know. It is quite natural for an individual to be honest with themselves once they get the
hang of it. It is also deliciously self empowering and so once the routine is set in the individual
they begin to grow and evolve their awareness. As the full Moon brings us union, physical
human creature to spiritual identity, what is important for us in regards to our divine plan will be
approached. If the individual wanted to take advantage of this opportunity they can choose to
focus on their physical being. Intending wonderful health and advanced transformation of the
physical vehicle can be wonderfully received. Some may be called to question their spiritual
beliefs, their religious beliefs. Again it requires a great honesty to see beyond the limitations of
paradigms which we have inherited from those who proceeded us. However there is indeed a
divine plan and an agreement agreed to which allowed all we are currently experiencing to take
place.
09 Thursday September 7th - Moon enters Aries 8:02 AM
We may need to focus on ourselves more than our partnership or any relationship right now. This
would seem silly or confusing to some as they may typically focus on themselves as a regular
thing regardless. For the the majority however a need to see what we must do independently can
be a growing concern. The feeling that we need to get moving can even haunt us for a bit. If on
the other hand we are typically good and jumping on the task at hand then we may not feel the
panic when sitting around doing little. The aggressiveness of just needing to go go go can be
somewhat unconscious. Some may feel they need to make up for some over extension into the
needs and wants of others, it feels like self must be solely considered. Since we recently
experienced a retrograde Mercury period we may now feel like we are more easily able to focus
on current and new things which drive our interest. If we feel we do need to take some action this
action will be most harmoniously aligned if the action is in some way based on a clear and
critical understanding of things. It may be an action which leads to greater health. For example
planning and activating a personal workout, or choosing and selecting foods and drink while
being mindful of their affects. In terms of partnership we may feel a bit crowed, if so just take a
short break and attend to one's own well being, we can returned to shared joy shortly.
10 Saturday September 9th - Moon enters Taurus 12:24 PM
Although it has been going on long enough it is now when perhaps many will really get the
message that the world is changing in a way which is more dramatic than thought possible or
likely. The realization that the old ways will not and cannot return may trigger feelings related to
security. A feeling that one needs to be practical can occur. Realistic things call for energy and
focus and this will be prioritized when it is felt that one's foundational security requires their
attention. For some it may just be a simple matter of maintaining comfort or keeping on top of
those things which one is dependant on in order to survive. Some may need to look at how they
share resources and to even consider a new way to deal with typical living expenses. Dealing
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with unexpected social challenges, or a public which has become unpredictable may be
triggering some to consider their basic living situation. Self love is also in the mix, there will be
those who see the current real life dynamics as an opportunity to experience and to get to know
their own growing self confidence. The connection between purpose and self acceptance can be
triggered when challenging circumstances present themselves. Ideally the individual will
experience an increasing clarity in regards to their self acceptance and relate this clarity and
focus to their increasing ability to be aware of what they are creating.
11 Monday September 11th - Moon enters Gemini 3:30 PM
An exaggerated concern directed to what others may say can cause a change in what one is
thinking, possible influencing their choice of action. For most this will be temporary. The need to
realize the apparent limitation of another, perhaps a partner in business or otherwise, can seem to
be triggering one's less than relaxed feeling. If information needs to be shared then it is a good
idea to manifest some way of doing so. It may be that details concerning a shared project, or
someone's agenda, are better understood now and so it is appropriate to bring others up to speed.
Some for whatever their reason may have difficulty hearing it. A need to be on purpose all the
time can be tiring as casual conversation is just not comfortable for some to experience. Ideally
an individual will see the bigger picture, their self confidence creating the energetic space
allowing them to take note of how things are connected. An ability to relax and accept what is
occurring, especially those things considered challenges, will eventually create more desirable
experiences. An immediate situation may require some patience yet the notion that all the details
are present within the frustrated reasoning of some will most likely fade. In the meantime the
individual may want to take note of how much of their new found confidence and their now
realized insight can be harmoniously linked to their current shared experiences.
12 Wednesday September 13th - Moon enters Cancer 6:13 PM
In order to truly evolve one's sense of self confidence they must be willing to experience and
trust their vulnerability. For some it has been come a developed skill to do the opposite, to avoid
their sensitivity and deny their vulnerability. These individual's cannot evolve, expect to possible
realize they are going the wrong way. Assuming there is no wrong way we can see that for some
there are some heavy lesson to be learned. In order to evolve one's awareness they must get the
knack of accepting embracing and even cherishing their vulnerability. Conveniently as the Moon
transits Cancer it is typical that individual's will experience an increase in sensitivity. A clash
between the way things were being done and how they can be may appear. Challenges met with
the willingness to explore new ways, which means realizing and perhaps abandoning old ways,
may seem necessary if one is to succeed. A partnership which shares an agenda may be faced
with a situation. New realizations supersede and make obsolete some typical ongoing methods.
When the rules are questioned some may feel vulnerable, opportunity as such lurks? Trusting
one's sensitivity, acting as if they are being purposely directed to look at some buried issue, can
lead to an advanced realization. It may be like seeing the bigger picture for the first time.
Accepting one's previous limitation may be the price of admission however the freedom and
harmony one gains, not to mention a resilient sense of self confidence, is perhaps a pretty good
deal.
13 Friday September 15th - Moon enters Leo 9:10 PM
Ideally we will have figured out or realized the awesome value of loving and trusting ourselves
during this current Leo Moon cycle. Our world is changing because we are changing, this is
simply the law of Absolute Perfection. We have gained something whether we realize it or not.
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Perhaps we do know something about ourselves in an assured confident way which previously,
as recently as two months ago, we did not. Or we have been directed to deal with situations
which were difficult. And perhaps these can be seen as necessary adjustments required to get us
back on track with a divine plan we signed up for when we agreed to ride the current bloodline
we have in this lifetime adopted. Some may be more aggressive with their calculating and
reasoning than usual. Some may direct this energy to going through and developing details as
related to a partnership. Humanity without feeling is no more than mimicking a machine. We are
equipped with the ability to do anything that our AI technology allows us to do with out the need
of such contraptions. How is this possible? We would not have manifested the effects of the
technology if it were not apart of our creation. Technology was simply the the easiest path to
accept it. So what does this say about our reliance on logic? It may be realized by those who are
advancing their awareness that we are as a humanity trapped in our need to rely on logic. Our
connection to Spirit to the heavens is through our emotions and feelings. Our logic is simple the
tool we use to build with. As such are we the hammer, or are we the essence of creativity,
inspiration, and discovery?
14 Monday September 18th - Moon enters Virgo 12:53 AM
As the Moon makes the Virgo ingress we may feel the need to increase our clarity and be more
mentally astute. Virgo was already receiving much focus and energy as indicated by both the Sun
Mars and Mercury who have already made this ingress. Venus will follow early Wednesday
morning. One potential area where some may seek clarity is in understanding their partnerships.
A feeling that one's personal sovereignty is to be valued increased or maintained may require
they reconsider their logical position within a relationship. Hours before the new Moon Venus
will also make a Virgo ingress. The value of being human can be considered from the perspective
of being an Earth creature. Our physical being springs from the Earth, the Earth nourishes us, we
are loved and cared for by her. We may naturally feel this love, especially if we consciously
intend to do so. Integrating who we are as a spiritual being and who we are as a physical Earth
being can create a resonate harmonic which extends beyond our local physical manifestation.
Our ability to consciously be aware of this will come first as a feeling. We must allow our body
to move through the correct transformation if we are to participate on a conscious level with this
advancing self awareness. Needless to say the quality of our physical being, paying attention to
our health, is quite valuable. For many the Virgo new Moon cycle will be a time when we focus
on our body and what our body needs, we may well be assisting in a wonderful transformation if
we listen carefully to our body's opinion.
Next new Moon in Virgo Wednesday September 20th 1:31 AM EST

***
Soulstar Astrology Appointments:
(905) 665-9000
For more information about Soulstar Astrology consultations goto:
Http://www.williamoulton.com/Soulstar/readings/freadings/freadings.php
SoulstarAstrology.com
PathfinderReport,com
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Sample Intentions for
New Moon Leo August 21 2017 2:41 PM EST
01 My increasing self love is directly related to my increasing acceptance of others.
02 My expanding self love increases my panoramic view of all that I am creating.
03 I am able to be critical without being cynical.
04 I accept whatever my experience is as my creation.
05 I notice what I have in common with others.
06 I am able to be practical and realistic while enjoying and exploring in an imaginative way.
07 I am able to embrace the parallels of my physical experiences with my imaginged ones.
08 With a sense of honor and respect I accept and deal with my responsibilities and duties.
09 With an astute sense of acceptance I prioritize my time and energy.
10 As a physical human I accept cherish and love my body and my connection with the
Earth.
11 I am assisting in my own wonderful transformation when I listen carefully to my body's
opinion.
12 Self love balanced fair and honest is a powerful healing force.
13 I am able to value imagination and fantasy without losing track of my current physical
reality.
14 I am able to register the parallels between my inspired imagination and my experiences
with physical reality.
15 I am able to feel the common ground between my spiritual self and my physical self.
16I accept the challenge of being responsible for what it is I create and find myself involved
with.
17 I have clearly made a loving agreement with the Earth.
18 My sudden impulsive self is guided by my clearly understood beliefs.
19 My fantasy world is as good as real when I accept the emotional integrity of my overall
being.
20 My instant responses are congruent with my beliefs and intentions to be responsible for
what I create.
21 My actions which epitomize my self confidence are in harmony with others I share
experiences with.
William Oulton
August 20th 2017
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